HEALTHTECH INDUSTRY CLUSTER
of the French Alps
MEDICAL Technologies – Biotechnologies

A community of entrepreneurs for entrepreneurs

with the support of

French
Alps region
Grenoble
area

KEY figures
100 members covering the most innovative
Healthcare Technologies and Services

Focus on Grenoble area, the French Alps Capital

MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIES
57%

RESEARCH & AUTHORITIES
10%
- Research centers
- Teaching hospitals
- Engineering schools
- Local authorities

A TOP-NOTCH PLACE IN HEALTHCARE

- Robotic surgery
- Imaging
- Drug delivery
- In vitro Diagnostics
- e-Health

10%

and many others

21%

4,1 billion euros of revenue
> 150 companies
11 000 jobs
200 state-owned laboratories and
5

th

major European research facilities
most inventive city in the world
according to Forbes (2013)

A FERTILIZING ECOSYSTEM
57%

Large companies

12%

SERVICE PROVIDERS
21%
- Designers
- Equipment
- Engineering
- Health insurance

BIOTECHNOLOGIES
12% - Drug discovery and diagnostics

- Personalized medicine
- Contract Research Organizations

World class research and clinical centers

3 missions
Why Grenoble area ?

VISIBILITY AND NETWORKING

- Enhance visibility of our members
- Promote the Grenoble healthcare sector
- Foster networking opportunities
- Business Club

SUPPORT TO COMPANIES
- Organize workshops and training programs
- Participe to leading world-class exhibitions
and partnering events
- Soft-landing program in US ( Boston, MA)
- Construct shared resources

STRUCTURE THE HEALTHCARE SECTOR
- Member of the French Tech community
- Develop shared industrial resources
- Set up
, an international business
convention for medical technology companies

WE AIM TO:
•

Support growth and development
of our members in the healthcare
industry

•

Federate players of the local
healthcare industry

•

Foster interaction for a greater
dynamic and development

•

Accelerate the time to
international market

•

Stimulate our international
attractiveness

«Grenoble healthcare ecosystem is dynamic,
exciting and of very high quality. It is essential for
us to be involved in this ecosystem, to find local
partners and to support each other by sharing
our experience between medical companies.»
Cécile REAL - CEO and co-founder ENDODIAG

MEDICALPS
BIOPOLIS
5 avenue du Grand Sablon
38700 La Tronche, FRANCE
+33 (0)4 76 54 95 63
contact@medicalps.eu
www.medicalps.eu

«Grenoble’s local ecosystem is invaluable for creating
a startup in the field of innovative medical devices,
such as a mini-laboratory for IVD. Building on a strong
tradition of research and innovation, top research
centers, a university hospital and companies in
Medtech, all the necessary skills are available locally
to create and grow an innovative company like Avalun.
The entire ecosystem is represented in Medicalps, its
local Medtech cluster.»
Vincent POHER - CEO
AVALUN

A working alliance shaping the future of
healthcare technologies

